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ABSTRACT 

Objectives: To accurately determine significant prognostic risk 

factors, patient information must be quantified accurately 

according to their extent of disease. An essential step for 

prediction of prognostic risk factors requires the determination of 

patient features which are typically hidden in electronic medical 

record(EMR). The goal of this study is to extract clinical entities 

of Chinese clinical reports, enabling automated hepatocellular 

carcinoma knowledge extraction. 

Materials and Methods: In this paper, we annotated 

hepatocellular carcinoma corpora with patient records from EMR 

database. We present an information extraction solution based on 

assembled method. Our evaluation dataset contains 3996 training 

sentences and 1570 test sentences. The evaluation metrics are 

precision, recall, F1 of extract matching.  

Results and Conclusions: NER of admission reports, radiology 

reports and discharge summaries with F1 of 0.8449, 0.5935 and 

0.7320 respectively. RE of overall F1 is 0.9129. This study 

prepares a foundation for larger population studies to identify 

clinical features of hepatocellular carcinoma.  

CCS Concepts 

• Information systems➝ Information retrieval. 
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EMR; information extraction; machine learning; NER. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common 

malignancies worldwide, especially in east Asia and China. The 

clinical features and risk factors of poor prognosis of HCC have 

not been fully evaluated. To accurately determine significant 

prognostic risk factors given a specific set of HCC patient 

characteristics, patients must be quantified accurately according to 

their extent of disease. An important part of this requires 

determining patient characteristics such as the disorder, medical 

history, image features of tumors, pathology features of tumors, 

number of tumors, size of tumors, degree of tumor spread, etc., all 

of which typically hidden in electronic medical record(EMR) as 

free text [1-3], which are easily processed and perceived by 

humans, but hinder automatic machine understanding and 

consumer using. Information extraction(IE) methods offer an 

automated means of extracting free text, with the advantage of 

being scalable to volumes of historical data [4, 5]. In clinical 

domain, IE systems were widely used to identify clinical 

syndromes and common biomedical concepts from radiology 

reports, discharge summaries, problem lists, nursing 

documentation, and medical education documents [6, 7]. 

In this paper, we describe our annotated corpora and IE system 

which extracts entities and relations of patient information from 

free text EMR, including admission reports, radiology reports, 

discharge summaries. This work prepares a foundation for 

granular classification of hepatocellular carcinoma patients, 

facilitating automated methods of quantifying and cohort 

identification. 

2. RELATED WORKS 
Previous work considered the use of information extraction to 

facilitate the secondary use of EMR data, which automatically 

extracts and encodes clinical information from text. In recent 

years, machine learning approaches are popular-investigated in 

biomedical language processing community. 

In the past years, several models and approaches had been 

proposed for the recognition of semantics types related to 

biomedical named entity recognition [10]. Generally, all the 

previous systems fell into three categories: rule-based approaches 

[11], dictionary-based approaches. And more recently, machine 

learning approaches were more investigated in biomedical NER 

community[1-7]. Rule-based method required domain-specific 

knowledge and large amounts of rules. Machine learning based 

algorithms considered biomedical NER as a sequence labeling 

problem which aimed at finding the best label sequence [12-18]. 
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Most state-of-the-art NLP systems used machine learning 

approaches, which required large amounts of hand-crafted 

features and domain-specific knowledge to achieve high 

performance [4-6, 9, 10]. The top-ranked systems in 2017 CCKS 

CNER Challenge were primarily based on recurrent neural 

networks [11-13]. Hu, et al.[14] used a hybrid approach based on 

rule, CRF (conditional random fields) and RNN (recurrent neural 

network) methods for the CNER task. 

We are interested in extracting meaningful terms regardless of 

whether they are existing terminologies or not, and relations 

between these entities. Many character-based Chinese NERs 

studies demonstrated their effectiveness by deep learning methods, 

with advantage of avoiding error propagation and hand-crafted 

features. Based on previous research, our system applies deep 

neural networks assembled rules on NER tasks. For the RE task, 

we train a classifier based on classification and regression tree 

(CART) method. 

3. METHOD 

3.1 Overall Flowchart 
The annotated corpora are used to train and test our extraction 

system. Fig.1 presents the overall flowchart. A sentences 

identification module identified sentences using regular, e.g. “(。

|\\n)”. Based on the analysis of our corpora, we found that 99.9% 

of relations were from entities on the same line, Relations were 

identified using a direct classification of enumerated pairwise 

entity to entity candidate relations. 

 

3.2 Entity Recognition 
In this paper, we use BiLSTM-CRF (bidirectional LSTM with 

CRF) assembles with rules to build NER models. BiLSTM have 

advantages of making full use of previous context and taking 

future information into consideration. More specifically, our 

models have a forward LSTM layer and a backward LSTM layer. 

Figure 2 presents character-level BiLSTM-CRF with the clinical 

sentence ―既往有高血压‖ (There was high blood pressure in the 

past). Given a sentence                  , for each word    

there is a word vector    to represent it. The previous   words 

were set as a window, and features of    are represented as 

                                 . Where [ ] 
  

                is an input sequence of BiLSTM. The output of 

BiLSTM is defined as       : 

                                                 [ ] 
                                        (1) 

where [ ] 
  is concatenation of forward LSTM output [  ] 

  and 

backward LSTM output [  ] 
   And                function. In 

CRF algorithm, we define a state transition matrix      to predict 

the current tags, where      is score of jumping from tag   to tag  . 

The score of true tag sequence is defined as the sum of network 

and transition scores: 

               ([ ] 
   [ ] 

      )  ∑               
 
              (2) 

where  [ ] 
  is true tag sequence. The training procedure focuses 

on adjusting the network parameters   and   of CRF model   in 

order to minimize loss function, and the loss function can be 

written as: 

        ([ ] 
   [ ] 

     )     ∑   ([ ] 
   [ ] 

      )
  [ ] 

  (3) 

where log-likelihood is obtained by normalizing the above score 

over all possible tag-sequences  [ ] 
 . Finally, we applied Adam 

optimizer to minimize loss value. The Adam is based on adaptive 

estimates of lower-order moments, which is computationally 

efficient, has little memory requirements[15]. Most [16-18]of the 

training parameters follow previous study[16-19], which show 

effectiveness. Both LSTM layers have a basic LSTM layer and a 

dropout layer, hidden dimensions are 100, window size is 7, we 

run 105 epochs and save the model which achieved best on 

validation dataset. 

 

Figure 2. Graphical illustration of character-level 

bidirectional LSTMs with the clinical sentence “既往有高血压” 

(There was high blood pressure in the past). 

Table 1. Describe patterns of time and size, “/” represent “or”. 

And we use regular expressions to extract entity “time” and 

entity “size”. 

Patterns 

of time 

1. yyyy/yy年(Year)MM/M月 (Month)dd/d日(day); 

2. yyyy/yy年(Year); 

3. yyyy/yy年(Year)MM/M月(Month); 

4. yyyy/yy-MM/MM-dd/d; 

5. yyyy/yy-MM/MM; 

6. yyyy/yy.MM/M.dd; 

7. yyyy/yy.MM; 

8. n天/日(n days); 

9. n年(n years)； 

10. n个月(n months)； 

11. n周(n week)； 

12. n余天(more than n days)； 

13. n余年(more than n years)； 

14. n月又余(more than n months)； 

15. 半年(one half year); 

16. 半月(one half month). 

Figure 1. Overall flowchart: A report is first processed to 

identify sentences, before entities and relations are 

identified and assembled into templates. 
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Patterns 

of size 

1. 大小约(Size of about)l cm/mm×w cm/mm × h cm/mm; 

2. 大小约(Size of about)l cm/mm×w cm/mm; 

3. 直径(Diameter)/内径(ID)/长轴(Long axis)n cm; 

4. 范围(Range) l cm/mm×w cm/mm. 

We pre-trained character vectors with our closed dataset based on 

the skip-gram by word2vec tools, and most of the hyper 

parameters were set as Mikolov et al.(2013) [20], excepts vector 

dimension using 128 and minimize count using 5. And then we 

take character vectors as LTSM network input. 

At Inference time, we use Viterbi algorithm to find the best tag 

sequence that maximizes path scores[20]. 

Based on analysis of our corpora, we found that recognition of 

some kind of entities achieves better F1 by rules, for instance, 

entity ―time‖ and ―size‖. Thus, we summarized patterns of entity 

―time‖ and ―size‖ (They are described in detail in Table 3) and use 

regular expressions to extract them. Except for entity ―time‖ and 

―size‖, recognition of other entities is by BiLSTM-CRF method. 

3.3 Relation Extraction 
Once sentences were identified with entities, they were run 

through relation extractor, all possible pairwise relations between 

entities were enumerated and classified based on CART method 

implemented by scikit-learn toolkit. Our features are related to the 

entities involved, the distance between two entities, the words 

around them. They are described in detail in Table 2. 

Table 2. Description of relation extraction features. 

Feature Feature Description 

Entity-1 type The type head entity. 

Entity-2 type The type of tail entity. 

Entity-1 word vector Word vector of Entity-1. 

Entity-1 word vector Word vector of Entity-2. 

Entity-1 start position The number of characters from the beginning of the 

document to the first character of Entity-1. 

Entity-2 start position The number of characters from the beginning of the 

document to the first character of Entity-2. 

Entity-1 end position The number of characters from the beginning of the 

document to the first character of Entity-1. 

Entity-2 end position The number of characters from the beginning of the 

document to the last character of Entity-2. 

Distance The number of characters from the last character of 

Entity-1 to the first character of Entity-1. 

3.4 Annotated Corpora 
To build our system, we annotated clinical corpora (including 

admission reports, radiology reports and discharge summaries) 

originally from a cohort of 75 HCC patients from the from EMR 

database of the First Affiliated Hospital, Sun Yet-Sen University 

in China. An annotation guideline was developed by 2 clinicians 

and the author of this study. A particular annotation tool—Brat 

was adopted to record entities in the documents [21]. Figure 3 

present Examples of the medical record annotated with entities 

and relations. To calculate the inter-annotation agreements(IAA) 

for annotation, 20 reports (377 sentences) were annotated by both 

annotators, a clinical researcher was in charge of dealing with 

inconsistency between the two annotations. 

Three Chinese clinicians were recruited to annotate 15 types of 

clinical entities. entities descriptions are presented in Table 3. And 

relations were defined as directed links between the two entities 

types, often with either a tumor reference or a measurement as the 

source, or the head, of the directed relation. Relations are 

described as Table 4. 

Table 3. Summary of annotation entities in corpora. 

Table 4. Description of annotation relations that we 

predefined. 

Relation Relation Description 

result_of Relation between test and test result. 

size_of 
Relation between a tumor reference to a tumor 

size. 

num_of 
Relation between a tumor reference to a tumor 

count. 

negation_of 
A negation cue, starting from the negation entity 

to other entity. 

body_location_of 
Marks in which disorder, test, pathology feature, 

image feature or operation happened.  

time_related 
Marks time when disorder, test, pathology 

feature, image feature or operation happened. 

Entity Entity Description Train Test 

disorder 
Related diseases, 

symptom. 
5555 1894 

negation A negative word. 3077 1060 

uncertainty 
Expressed uncertainly 

words. 
229 103 

body_location Body organs or body parts. 4848 1961 

negative_symptom 
Indicates negative 

characteristics. 
1939 629 

test 
Including examinations 

items. 
2110 732 

test_result 
Indicates a numerical test 

result. 
1235 421 

image_feature Describe image features. 1315 820 

pathology_feature 
Describe pathological 

characteristics. 
117 54 

size 

Tumor size, the size of the 

biopsy tissue or the size of 

the imaging lesion area. 

232 115 

number 
Indicates the number of 

tumors or nodules. 
189 64 

drug Drug treatment. 259 87 

operation Surgical name. 258 121 

time The exact point of time. 723 273 

person 

That people have a direct 

relationship with the 

patient. 

64 18 
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uncertainty_of 
An uncertainty cue, starting from the uncertainty 

entity to other entity. 

 

 

Figure 3. Examples of the medical record annotated with 

entities and relations. 

4. RESULT 
Based on inter annotations of 377 sentences, the IAA is 0.8098, 

which indicates that the annotation is reliable. The standard 

micro-averaged precision, recall, and F-measure are used to 

evaluate and gauge the performance of IE system[22]. We 

developed an evaluation tool to calculate their value, which can be 

written as: 

                         
             

                              
                       (4) 

                         
             

                              
                       (5) 

                         
                  

                
                                               (6) 

For NER task, we train three NER models with datasets of 

admission reports, discharge summaries and radiology reports 

respectively. For RE task, one model trained with all datasets. 

Table 5 presents the evaluation of NER system and RE system. 

Figure 4a reports the precision, recall and F1 of RE system. 

Figure 4b, Figure 4c and Figure 4d report F1 of each entity in 

admission reports, discharge summaries and radiology reports 

respectively. 

Table 5. The result evaluation of our word-level model and 

character-level model.  

Datasets 

NER RE 

Precis

ion 
Recall F1 

Precis

ion 
Recall F1 

Admission 

Reports 
0.8616 0.8288 0.8449 — — — 

Discharge 

Summary 
0.8275 0.6562 0.7320 — — — 

Radiology 

Reports 
0.6908 0.5201 0.5935 — — — 

Overall — — — 0.8984 0.9279 0.9129 

 

 

Figure 4a. The overall precision, recall and F1 of each relation. 

 

Figure 4b. The F1 score of recognition of each entities in 

discharge summaries. 

 

Figure 4c. The F1 score of recognition of each entities in 

admission reports. 
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Figure 4d. The F1 score of recognition of each entities in 

radiology reports. 

5. DISCUSSION 
In this work, we annotated corpora and built an assembled 

approach based on deep learning and rules system for NER and 

RE. A significant hurdle for this information extraction task was 

complexity of annotation. Each annotator differs in understanding 

of the granularity and boundaries of the entity words, which result 

in poor IAA. NLP researchers should get involved as early as 

possible, such as writing detailed guidelines, calculating IAA and 

validating annotated data. Besides, they can discuss with 

physicians what kind of additional information would be 

beneficial to add. 

For NER task, the most errors occurred in long entities with 

combined structures. For example, in a long disorder entity―肝占

位性病变(Liver space occupying lesions)‖, two parts of it —―肝

(Liver)‖ and ―占位性病变(Occupying lesions)‖ were predicted to 

be body location and disorder respectively. The proportion of 

part-predicted in all error cases are presented in Figure 5. 

Maintaining different granular corpora and information about 

syntactic structures of Chinese sentences could potentially help in 

this scenario. 

 

Figure 5. The proportion of part-predicted in all error cases. 

Other issues included unbalance and sparsity of some entities and 

medical abbreviations which occur once in our corpus, especially 

in person and drug entities. The entity ―person‖ and ―uncertainty‖ 

hardly occurred in corpus, particular in Discharge Summary and 

Radiology Reports, the entity ―person‖ and ―uncertainty‖ were 

hardly predicted. 

It is an early stage work of hepatocellular carcinoma knowledge 

discovery that extracting information from Chinese clinical 

reports, many practical problems remain to be solved. In our 

future work, we will improve our system and move towards 

granular classification of hepatocellular carcinoma patients, 

facilitating automated methods of quantifying and cohort 

identification. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we annotated hepatocellular carcinoma corpora on 

Chinese clinical reports, including admission report corpus, 

radiology reports corpus and discharge reports corpus. The 

corpora have rich entity types and relation types to represent 

patient features. Furthermore, we presented assemble methods 

based system for patient information extraction. Specifically, we 

used deep learning assembles rules for NER, which achieved F1 

of 0.8449, 0.5935 and 0.7320 on admission report, radiology 

reports and discharge reports respectively. And we used CART 

for RE with our corpora, which achieved overall F1 of 0.9129. 

Considering the complexity of our annotation, our performance 

was very promising. This system provided a solution to extract 

patients information with hepatocellular carcinoma from Chinese 

EMR and prepares a foundation for larger population studies to 

identify clinical features of hepatocellular carcinoma. 
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